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What is SafeLaw?
Comprehensive cyber risk insurance solution developed exclusively for law firms
Market-leading coverage to address the legal industries unique cyber risk profiles
Dedicated team of cyber liability attorneys and security professional to assist policyholders trough
every state of incident investigation, crisis management and breach response

Why do firms need SafeLaw?
While a serious cyber incident can have far-reaching consequences for any organization, law
firms are uniquely exposed to cyber risks. Lawyers are trusted with privileged communications,
confidential records, intellectual property, and critical business insights, but often lack the
technical controls to effectively secure their data. For law firms, a cyber incident can lead to a
loss of business, reputational damage, regulatory penalties, and client lawsuits.

Program
Highlights

Coverage available for law firms
with up to 150 lawyers
Limits up to $5 million
Ability to buy up ransomware
sub-limits to $1 million
Ability to buy up crim sub-limits
to $500 thousand
Law firm specific incident
response team
Unique DIC/Wrap structure
dovetails to your LPL policy

Law Firm Cyber Risk Profile
The most prevalent cyber threats to law firms

Ransomware/
Extortion

Fraudulent Funds
Transfer

Business
Interruption

Ransomware has increased 754% in
the last year and law firms are targets

for ransomware

Fraud attempts often start with
phishing emails that gain access to an
employee’s credentials. Hackers then

use that information to directly
access bank accounts or send fake

invoices to misdirect funds.

Business interruption occurs when a
law firm has a loss of income as the
direct result of a system failure or

impairment due to a failure of
network security.

 

Does SafeLaw protect me?
SafeLaw provides protection for all these perils up to the limits of coverage. This includes first party and third party
coverages and can even extend to outsourced service providers.



The SafeLaw program was built by lawyers to provide the comprehensive cyber risk insurance coverage and
services law firms need. SafeLaw incorporates industry specific coverage components, a wrap structure
that dovetails with lawyers professional liability coverage, and specialized law firm incident response and
claims handling services. A brief summary of the core SafeLaw program features are summarized below
with links to additional information where applicable.

SafeLaw Program Summary

The coverage summary above is for illustrative purposes. Various provisions in the policy restrict your
coverage. Please read the policy carefully to determine the extent of coverage.

 

Limits starting at $100,000 and up to $5,000,000 is available.

Ability to buy up sub-limits. $1 Million Ransomware, $500 Thousand Crime

Coverage provided for contractual liability and actions required to comply with cyber privacy
laws

Definition of insured includes independent paralegals & staff, contract attorneys, outsourced
providers, and Of counsel

Coverage for firms’ contractual requirements, ethical obligations, and client responsibilities

Broad cyber-crime coverage extends to fraudulent funds transfer, computer fraud, telephone
toll fraud and social engineering

Regulatory coverage extends to fines, penalties and consumer redress (were allowed by law)

Flexible CyberWrap policy form that dovetails LPL coverage

Unknown full prior acts are covered.

Coverage for that of money and securities applied to the firms accounts as well as trust
accounts under the custody of the law firm

Protects whole computer network including outsourced components

Covers all of the firm’s sensitive data, not just personally identifiable information.



SafeLaw provided a 24/7 incident response and claims handling. Our Law Firm claims handling experts are
able to establish attorney client privilege at the initial call and then engage an industry leading claims
handling team to mitigate those claims.

Reporting a claim early can often times handle an incident before it becomes a claim. In many cases speed
of response is the most important aspect of any incident.
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